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Website: dailycoin.co 

Blog: dailycoin.co/blog 

Fanpage: https://fb.com/dailycoin.co 

Twitter: @dailycoin.co – Telegram: https://t.me/dailycoin  

 

WITHOUT PERMISSION, ANYONE MAY USE, REPRODUCE OR DISTRIBUTE 

ANY MATERIAL IN THIS WHITE PAPER FOR NON-COMMERCIAL AND 

EDUCATIONAL USE (I.E., OTHER THAN FOR A FEE OR FOR COMMERCIAL 

PURPOSES) PROVIDED THE SOURCE IS CITED. 

 

IMPORTANT DISCLAIMER 

The purpose of this white paper is to present dailycoin© to potential token holders in 

connection with the proposed ICO. The information set forth below may not be 

exhaustive and does not imply any elements of a contractual relationship. Nothing in 

this white paper shall be deemed to constitute a prospectus of any sort or a 

solicitation for investment, nor does it in any way pertain to an offering or a 

solicitation of an offer to buy any securities in any jurisdiction. This document is not 

composed by, and is not subject to, laws or regulations of any jurisdiction which is 

designed to protect investors. Particular statements, estimates, and financial 

information contained in this white paper constitute forward-looking statements or 

information. Such forward-looking statements or information involve known and 

unknown risks and uncertainties which may cause actual events or results to differ 

materially from the estimates or the results implied or expressed in such forward-

looking statements. This English language white paper is the primary official source 

of information about dailycoin© ICO. The information contained herein may from 

time to time be translated into other languages or used in the course of written or 

verbal communications with existing and prospective customers, partners, etc. In the 

course of such translation or communication some of the information contained 

herein may be lost, corrupted, or misrepresented. The accuracy of such alternative 

communications cannot be guaranteed. In the event of any conflicts or 

inconsistencies between such translations and communications and this official 

English language white paper, the provisions of this English language original 

document shall prevail.  
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1. Background 

1.1 Ecommece 

In the words of Wu and Tseng (2015), before this time, the world has only one form 

of business transaction (i.e. face-to-face) which required that a business has a 

physical presence (outlet) in order for buying and selling to be established.  

 

However, over the years the world has witnessed a rise in the technological trend so 

much that science and technology have become a part of people’s everyday life. 

Technological development gave birth to innovations such as; telephone, internet 

and other technological advancement that help facilitates fast and effective business 

exchange in modern day.   

 

Over the years, the internet has grown to be the most important technological trend 

in the today’s business world. It has created a platform where various business 

institutes of the world meet electronically and transact businesses. This platform has 

overtime been called the "e-commerce". This swift growth of internet-based 

commerce at turn of the last century has thus been attributed to some factors, and 

chiefly of it is the expansion of technological advancement aided by the wave of 

globalization and internet; which has not only turned the world into a common ground 

and now better known as a global village, but also bring along with it some other 

appreciative features and patterns of trade transactions. 

 

Ecommerce offers great benefits to any economy, and as it continues to gain 

acceptance among citizens of the world, both in the well-advanced economies and 

sill developing or semi-developed economies. Today, it can be rightly said that the 

initial divide between consumers and the rest of the global market is now bridged. 

 

This rapid and massive expansion trade transactions can thus be attributed to one 

specific thing known as the – internet. Specifically, the internet or the “net” as simply 

called; as altered the ways and manners in which of business transaction takes 

place in this present age. Equally, it has also brought along some other appreciative 
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approaches, which have made trading and business transactions seemingly possible 

and flexible. 

 

By description therefore, E-commerce, or electronic commerce means buying and/or 

selling products through the internet. E-commerce also makes use of regular 

technological maintenance to ensure the smooth functioning of online platform sites, 

monetary transactions, as well as everything to do with providing and delivering 

products. E-commerce statistics confirm the explosive pace at which this industry 

has developed as worldwide B2C e-commerce sales amounted to more than 1.2 

trillion US dollars in 2013, and it has continued to uphold an increasing trend 

thereafter. 

 

1.2 Cryptocurrency 

Cryptocurrency, specifically Blockchain, has been proven to be a groundbreaking 

technology in society today, yet it is still in the early stage of adoption. Consequently, 

many new Cryptocurrency concepts are being marketed to bridge the gap between 

technical complexity and usability of Blockchain. 

 

The potential in this growing market along with increasing acceptance of 

cryptocurrencies makes new projects extremely appealing for start-ups and investors 

alike. The market for cryptocurrencies is not fully realized. Simply trading 

cryptocurrency can be a burden for many potential users due to security concerns 

and identity verification difficulties. 

 

Having easy-to-use, secure cryptocurrency technology that integrates P2P exchange 

between fiat and cryptocurrency, credit card capability, and cold, secure storage of 

user funds while providing novice users techniques to improve their skills is the 

future of safe trading and exchange of assets. Providing users with a return on gross 

profits serves as an additional enticement. 
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1.3 Blockchain and Smart Contract innovations 

Blockchain, the backbone technology behind Bitcoin, is one of the most sizzling and 

most fascinating technology currently in the market. 

 

Smart contract is a computer protocol intended to facilitate, verify, or enforce the 

negotiation or performance of a contract. 

Smart contract, or code executed on the blockchain, bring significant advantages 

over existing applications and frameworks of operation. 
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2. Potential of ecommerce market 

According to Statista (2017): 

 

 Revenue in the "eCommerce" market amounts to US$1,474,196m in 2017. 

 Revenue is expected to show an annual growth rate (CAGR 2017-2022) of 

10.8 % resulting in a market volume of US$2,464,543m in 2022. 

 The market's largest segment is the segment "Fashion" with a market 

volume of US$407,981m in 2017. 

 User penetration is at 34.7 % in 2017 and is expected to hit 48.0 % in 2022. 

 The average revenue per user (ARPU) currently amounts to US$832.62. 

 

There are several different types of e-commerce, the most prevalent being B2B 

which means – business-to-business, B2C – business-to-consumer and C2C, which 

translates to – consumer-to-consumer e-commerce.  

 

Furthermore, mobile commerce in the shape of buying and selling goods and content 

via mobile devices such as smart phones is also on the rise. Current e-commerce 

statistics state that 40 percent of worldwide internet users have bought products or 

goods online via desktop, mobile, tablet or other online devices. This amounts 

to more than 1 billion online buyers and is projected to continuously grow.  

 

Mobile commerce growth is another exciting trend to watch in terms of e-commerce 

market trends, considering the popularity and widespread use of smart phones and 
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growing usage of tablets. This type of e-commerce includes mobile media and 

content, retail services, travel purchases and various other services.  

 

Digital payments are also closely connected to e-commerce. Alternative payment 

methods such as digital wallets or online payment providers have seen increased 

adoption rates and rapid growth in the past few years. Ebay-owned PayPal is one of 

the current market leaders with more than 14 billion US dollars in mobile payment 

volume alone. Digital payments are not only convenient for the mobile shopping 

experience but also for the increasingly available paid digital  content like streaming 

music, online video subscriptions and apps.  

 

In the "e-Commerce" market, the number of users is expected to amount to 

2,521.9m by 2022. 

2.1 Digital Asset Market Size 

According to popular e-commerce market data, E-commerce worldwide sales in 

2014 were USD 1.33 trillion and are projected to increase to USD 4.058 trillion by 

2020. And in terms of e-commerce share of retail sales, it is expected to increase 

from 7.4% in 2015 to 14.6% in 2020.  

 

Furthermore, according to Statista (2017), the number of people buying goods 

and/or services online will increase from 1.46 billion in 2015 to above 2 billion in 

2020. 
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While going by the sales records of the global mobile app, the revenues are 

projected to surpass 30 billion US dollars in the subsequent year. 

 

Similarly, in 2013, the US mobile commerce revenue was estimated to amount to 

over 38 billion US dollars. 

 

2.2 Digital asset marketplace 

Compared to the easy-to-find products to sell and the widely available of physical 

products, the number of platforms in the digital asset market is not much, so the 

market has a lot of potential to exploit. This is a gold mine for small to large scale 

startups that can be exploited in the future.  

 

Some famous marketplace: envato market, clickbank, jvzoo, cj, creativemarket, 

warriorplus… 

Platform Users Items for sale Cryptocurrency Accepted 

Envato market 9,198,014 2,530,250 No 

Creativemarket 3,891,955 1,774,585 No 

Clickbank 456 vendors 17054 No 

 

DailyMarket in Dailycoin's ecosystem is geared towards the Digital Asset market like 

Envato Market or Creativemarket. 

2.3 Traditional ecommerce issues and Dailycoin’s advantages 

In spite of the advantages that are evident of ecommerce, eight major problems will 

be solved in Dailycoin’s ecosystem using blockchain technology. 

 Traditional digital 
ecommerce 

Dailycoin with blockchain 

Suspend user 
account 

User accounts are often 
suspended on account of 

We have a good and fair rating 
system both in the shoper and 
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violating platform policies, 
even if they have fake 
reviews and immediately 
deleted accounts in the 
absence of fairness.  

buyer. All rights of users are 
guaranteed in our ecosystem. 

Trust and 
reputation 

Merchants’s history is not 
recorded, so there is no 
ability to punish fraudulent 
buyers or merchants 

All transaction is recorded and 
public. Anyone can check at 
anytime. 

Long payment 
process 

Interbank transactions can 
potentially take days for 
clearing and final 
settlement, especially 
outside of working hours 

By eliminating third-party 
intermediaries and overhead 
costs for exchanging assets, 
blockchains can possibly 
incredibly decrease transaction 
fees. 

Fake reviews Any logined users can rate. 
Shoper can not rate for user 

Only customers buying items 
success can rate for this shoper 
and shoper can rate for your 
customers. That help our 
ecosystem more trust.  

High 
transaction fee 

15-50% Just 0-10%. 
Specially, in the first 3 to 6 
months of launching the 
DailyMarket, 0% fee is applied to 
support and encourage 
participation for startups. And 
through that, we will quickly 
attract the participation of the 
shop owners 

Set own prices: Not. Only platform admin 
can set and change the 
prices. 

Yes. They know the value of their 
work and the product prices can 
change at anytime. We 
encourage them with the 
cheapest prices on the market  

Accepted 
cryptocurrenci
es 

Almost not With DailyPay, transaction times 
only in minutes and are 
processed 24/7. 

Earn money 50-70% 100% 
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per sale 

Secure 
payment 

Some actor can easily gain 
enough influence to submit 
a fraudulent transaction or 
successfully alter recorded 
data because data is 
centralized and editable. 

Blockchain is maintained by a 
large network of participants, no 
one actor can easily gain enough 
influence to submit a fraudulent 
transaction or successfully alter 
recorded data. Users can trust 
that transactions will be executed 
as the protocol commands 
removing the need for a trusted 
third party. 

Data quality Closed data. Some case 
data is not completed and 
accurate. 

Data based on blockchain is 
complete, consistent, timely, 
accurate, and public. 

Product listing 5-7 days to review Products will go live instantly. 
Shoper is responsible for their 
product to achieve the highest 
efficiency. 

Discount for 
customers 

No or few. Everyday. 
Even, customers can earn 1-10% 
per total of transction in DLC. 
With specified DLC quantity, they 
can buy something in ecosystem 
or send to exchanges to receive 
BTC, ETH or fiat money. 
For this reason, we can reduce 
efforts and advertising budgets to 
create huge community very 
quickly. Thereby, demand for 
DLC increased and DLC prices 
on the exchanges also high 
increased. 

 

2.4 Executive summary  

With the advent of the internet, there are many things that have changed and the 

way payment is made has not changed. With the constant expansion of Blockchain, 

it is only right to see that there are opportunities in constantly expanding industries 
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that have consistently had a lot of activity. Many of daily activities have moved to the 

internet and one of them is the way we purchase goods online, book for services, 

learn amongst other things. 

 

Although the nuances around the various industries are different, it is important to 

note that there is a need to pay for these goods and services one way or another.  

However, the entire spectrum has not been made easy. Payments can be frustrating 

and difficult because there are numerous ways to pay online with each of them 

having their challenges. 

 

There are challenges using various payment platforms; some take so long, others 

require transaction fees while others are very specific about the level of financial 

capacity before you can make required payments.  

 

There are middle men, transactional fees, complex payment methods that seem to 

be a gateway instead of allowing you access to the goods and services that you are 

interested in. This can be tiring and cause frustration. 

 

Imagine how it will be to have an easy process to make your payments online 

without wondering if you must pay more than the stipulated amount for transactional 

cost.   

This is where DailyCoin comes in, as we not only make your payment options and 

processes seamlessly easy and direct but equally guarantee maximum security forall 

transactions. Infact, with DailyCoin, all you must be bothered about is…..nothing! 

 

3. The Dailycoin 

3.1 Dailycoin Role 

Since there will be a continuous influx of activity online, will it not be better to have a 

payment system that enables you to make the most of your daily activities with ease 

of payment?  
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DailyCoin is a decentralized e-commerce payment solution that provides a rich 

variety of uses for services that you are used to.  

 

We aim to provide ease of financial payments with little or no challenges, little or 

zero transaction fee, allowing trade in exchanges and ability to buy assets from our 

ecosystem or merchants sites.  

 

In short, we want to make your daily experience easy and without stress if you are 

buying tickets, paying for your hotel bookings or shopping. DailyCoin have you 

covered for all your payment needs.  

 

As a trustworthy and secure alternative exchange that allows users to easily pay-in 

or convert fiat into any cryptocurrency. Buy or sell your favorite cryptocurrency in just 

a few clicks with peace of mind, knowing that your funds are safe and you are 

dealing with a trustworthy organization. With DailyCoin, security and access are the 

new reality and will become the standard because we believe that everyone 

everywhere should have access to cryptocurrencies. 

 

Having a solid and strong foundation drives our strategy and that is why we offer 

every citizen all over the world, the opportunity to convert their cryptocurrency to 

their local fiat. We also offer variety of services and products such as:  

 Payment gateway  

 Digital Ecommerce marketplace 

 Exchanges 

 Hotel booking sites and related (tours, air ticket, car rental…)  

 Course booking sites 

 Game portal, intergrated DLC as a payment option. 

 

3.2 Dailycoin Goals 
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At DailyCoin, we are a young and innovative company and we seek not only 

usability, but also hold the intrinsic standards of cryptocurrencies in high regard - the 

principles of anonymity and decentralization.  

 

We aim to minimize bureaucracy and build an easy-to-use, fool-proofplatform for the 

masses. 

 

Specifically, our goals are: 

 Our main objective is our customer’s satisfaction and removing out all the 

cons of the existing exchanges globally. 

 While maintaining the principle of decentralized technology, we aim to bring 

unique and innovative features in DailyCoin exchange which holds the 

cryptocurrency standards. 

 To offer P2P exchanges between major fiat currencies and a variety of 

cryptocurrencies with a large and active community. 

 To transform this exchange into a global platform and to make it top ranking 

cryptocurrency exchange in next 2-3 years. 

 To offer a new way to trade, copying expert traders’ movements. 

 To offer a physical goods exchange where users can exchange their goods 

in a fast and secure manner. 

 To offer variety of exchange services and eCommerce such as hotel 

booking, course booking sites, among others. 

 In addition to creating a safe platform to buy and sell cryptocurrencies, we 

have implemented several unique selling points which enable us to approach 

and attract a wider audience. 

 DailyCoin is a financial company constantly seeking new technology on the 

market and adapting our future goals accordingly. 
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4. Dailycoin Ecosystem 

 

We built a closed solution from offering some platforms that enabled people to shop 

for the cheapest digital products to make their own billing solutions using blockchain 

& smartcontract at the lowest cost, many advantages compare to other payment 

platforms. All offer a convenient, consistent, revolutionary for investors, shoppers, 

buyers and ecommerce partners who want to improve the operation, payment of 

their website is convenient, more reasonable cost to join, increasing profit and 

convenience for customers. 

 

4.1 Dailymarket.net – 0% Commission & Worldwide Digital asset 

marketplace 

DailyMarket is the first decentralized online digital marketplace, with 0% commission 

for all transaction - only in the ecommerce world. Dailymarket sell creative assets for 

web designers and marketers, including themes, fonts, graphics, video, audio, 

photography, 3D, tools, ebooks, PLRs… 

 

In addition to using Fiat money like any other Platform, DailyMarket also accepts the 

most popular Cryptocurrency types including DLC used to trade and receive 

bonuses and discounts from successful transactions. 

  

DailyMarket is the first Digital market platform to use blockchain and smart contracts 

with deals and bonus everyday. 
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DailyMarket's community members buy and sell creative assets for use in design 

and marketing projects. Assets include vector graphics, website templates, stock 

photography, document templates, fonts, and miscellaneous creative goods.  

 

DailyMarket 's content is submitted by its users through shops. On behalf of its shop 

owners, DailyMarket handles the distribution, payment processing, support, and 

assisted marketing for its products. Sellers retain 80-90% of the sale price on their 

goods, are not bound to exclusivity agreements with DailyMarket, and set their own 

prices on goods they sell through the platform. The platform also provides sales 

statistics and a customer-seller messaging system. 

 

As a form of content marketing, the company regularly runs promotions on bundles 

containing discounted creative goods.  
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Themes  Themes and templates for websites on multiple platforms 
like Wordpress, Joomla, Drupal, Magento, Moodle…. Use 
for business and personal websites, landing pages, and 
blogs. 

Templates Such as brochures, business cards, cards, email, logos, 
invitations, presentations, magazines, resumes, social 
media, websites… 

Plugins Plugins for some ecommerce opensources: magento, 
wordpress, drupal, opencart… 

Sourcecodes Plugins, scripts, and code for platforms and operating 
systems like WordPress, HTML5, PHP, Javascript, 
Bootstrap, iOS, Android 

Tools & Softwares The Dailymarket platform allows owners of tools & 
software (social media softwares, tools for marketers, SEO 
tools, traffic tools, online shopping software ...) to be 
offered at discounted prices to users. Cheaper than the 
jvzoo platform, clickbank on the price due to be applied 
discounted when the product reaches the buyer. 

Videos stock footage, motion graphics, After Effects and Apple 
Motion templates that assist with video production 

Graphics music and sound effects for projects like film, games, 
trailers, promotions, and podcasts 

Photos Stock photos and book covers, posters, images, with 
categories such as tech, business, food, travel, and 
fitness.  
Featuring high-resolution images of people, places, 
animals, and objects, this collection of photographs 
creates eye-catching backgrounds for design projects of all 
kinds. 

Fonts Use in design projects of all kinds for web and print. These 
font sets feature hand-drawn, brush, and vector 
letterforms, along with extra character sets and 
embellishments for headers, text, and display. 

Addons To create special effects and increase visual interest in 
design projects of all kinds. These add-on sets and 
bundles include presets, layer styles and effects, 
retouching kits, brushes and more for design software 
such as Lightroom, Photoshop, and Illustrator. 
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3D 3D models, textures, base meshes, and plugins to 
enhance games and animations. 

Giftcards Offers giftcards with cheapest prices. 

Coupon/Promocode Coupon codes to find the best deals and discounts 
available. 

Courses Offers online courses and tutorials on web development, 
design, illustration, photography, video, music and other 
digital courses 

PLRs Delivers instant downloads of Private Label Rights, PLR 
Products & Master Resell Rights. Including PLR articles, 
Ebooks, Templates Video, Websites, Autoresponder ...  

Ebooks Best sources to instant download ebooks, audiobooks, 
digital newspapers, magazines, and e-textbooks for 
your ebook reader. 

Game tools Selling tools, softs and anything related to game (but 
physical device) 

 

4.2 Daily Pay 

 

DailyPay is a leading decentralized financial service allowing the users to make 

instant payments and to make money transfers securely throughout the Internet 

opening unique opportunities to Internet users and owners of the Internet 

businesses.  
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DailyPay targets to bring the transactions on the Internet to the ideal level! 

 

While using Dailypay system one can do the following: 

  Perform money transfers between members using blockchain 

 Receive payments in various business projects in Internet 

 Make regular payments in Internet 

 Safely store money funds on electronic account and get monthly interests 

 Make payment for goods and services in Internet shops 

 Buy crypto and fiat currency online 

 

4.3 DailyExchanges.com 

In addition to allowing DLC transactions on popular exchanges (HitBTC, etherdelta, 

Bittrex, coinexchange ....), Dailycoin also provides internal trading platform, used as 

a trading channel, exchange, trading DLC among people who owns DLC and those 

who want to buy DLC. Helps simplify DLC liquidity, boosts circulation, and generates 

demand for frequent DLC use.  
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4.4 Seamless intergration with ecommerce sites 

Dailycoin offers seamless integration using shopping cart plugins, hosted shopping 

carts and payment buttons. 

 

Dailycoin project together with its partners has developed a large variety of modules 

for the most popular Internet shopping carts. Having implemented one of the 

modules of API Merchants to your shop/site you will immediately provide your clients 

with one more payment option including payment by Perfect Money e-currency, e-

Vouchers and Prepaid Cards, SMS Payments, Bank Wire Transfers. 

 

Plugins for the following shopcarts will be seamless intergrated in: Wordpress, 

Joomla!, ZenCart, Magento, osCommerce, Cubecart, VirtueMart, CS-Cart, UberCart, 

Opencart, Drupal, WHMCS, Moodle… 

 

 

4.5 Hotel booking, travel booking, course booking with partners 

Dailycoin project is currently incorporating and receiving support from many online 

payment partners. 

 

DailyCoin is a great work in progress and we believe in properly collaboration to be 

able to build an ecosystem which will allow spontaneous growth in the long run.  We 
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have been able to partner with the following sites that are ready and as equally 

agreed to integrate our APIs to your booking modules. 

 

Notably of these partners are: 

 Shinetheme.com (They currently have 3000++ hotel booking sites already 

use) 

 Wpbooking.org  (An all in one WP booking plugin) 

 Joombooking.com (They currently have 1000++ travel booking sites already 

use) 

 Thimpress.com (They currently have 10000++ course booking sites already 

use) 

 12trip.vn 

 

5. Why It Pays To Go For DAILYCOIN 

Features new to the crypto-world make our platform unique. At DailyCoin our target 

audiences are professionals and newcomers alike. And we strive in all ways to 

guarantee customer security. This is because, as an ecommerce emerging 

organization, we recognized how extremely important it is to us to have a secure and 

non-formidable trading and exchange platform; and that is why we have integrated 

our platform with ethereum.  

 DailyCoin is a regulated cryptocurrency exchange where users cantrade 

easily as it is designed for secure and cost effectivetransactions and trades. 

 The broad aim of DailyCoin is to become one of the largest 

cryptocurrencyexchange worldwide having excellent features andstrong 

trade platform, and providing a safe platform to trade and exchange btc 

toother fiat currencies and have multiple withdrawal and deposit methods. 

 DailyCoin is an excellent digial asset marketplace, exchange services and a 

support framework for each coin listed. 

 DailyCoin remain is the first decentralized multi-crypto exchange firms  

 DailyCoin offers and develops a DLC exchanges/wallet site: 

dailyexchanges.com. 
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 DailyCoin is also concern with the development and management of 

ecommerce options and ecommerce solution (1 or more sites): a blockchain 

solution (based on ethereum), such as market.envato.com or shopee.sg 

solution, but will be added decentralized payment using DLC tokens based 

ethereum, each buyers, sellers have their own wallet address.The world has 

its products, our ecosystem has that and you can buy everything you want, 

as long as you use dailycoin ! 

 DailyCoin offers extremely low and very low transaction cost, in most cases, 

we even charge as low as zero trading fees (as in, absolutely free!) in 

exchanges or buying asset in our ecosystem or merchants' sites. Isn’t that 

amazing? 

 Similarly, with DailyCoin, client are offered a timeless opportunity to gain 

access to their funds, as we offer a 24/24 withdrawal system for all our 

services and some other famous exchange, not limited to: coinexchange, 

etherdelta, novaexchange, hitbtc, livecoin.net, cryptopia, yobit.net.... 

 DailyCoin offer an array of consumer and industrial products, as well as rich 

products focus in digital products.  All you can buy by using DLC or fiat 

curency (usd, euro...) with CHEAPEST price than other platforms. 

 Whatever you are selling, wherever you are selling from, and whoever you 

are selling to – the blockchain payment network empowers you with more 

possibilities at a lower cost than traditional payment methods. 

 With DailyCoin customer shave the liberty of interacting with the shoppers 

and negotiate directly with the price they can afford. 

 You can EARN DLC coin ~ equivalent to money FOR EACH successful 

transaction between you and the seller. Bonus’s range is 1-10% depends on 

item type and each campaign.  
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All these benefits and many other wonderful offers are what we offer at DailyCoin. 

We exist to satisfy all investors, buyers and sellers in the most efficient way and 

means possible.22 

6. Token sale 

Token type: Ethereum ERC20 

Accepted: BTC and ETH. 1 ETH = 5000 DLC 

Total Tokens:  300,000,000 DLC 

 30M for Pre-ICO 

 150M for ICO 

 30M bonus, marketing  

 60M for founder, team, advisor. Lock during 6-12 months after ICO 

 30M for reserve in future 

 
< 10 ETH From 10++ ETH 

PRE ICO 
(07/11 - 07/12) 

30% bonus  
(1 ETH = 6500 DLC) 

40% bonus  
(1ETH = 7000 DLC) 

PUBLIC ICO  (11/12/2017 – 25/01/2018) 

First 10 days 20% bonus 30% bonus 

Second 15 days 10% bonus 20% bonus 

Remaining 20 days 5% bonus 15% bonus 

 

Any coins in Pulic ICO period that are not sold during the three tiers of the token 

sale will be distroyed into a proof of burn address via ethereum contract in Solidity. 
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Token usage: 

 Tradable across exchanges 

 Payment option across several ecommerce platform & payment processors. 

 Transaction fee/Escrow fee on DailyMarket 

 Receive bonus from buying an item in DailyMarket 

7. Budget distribution 

 

8. Our team 

 

Simon Kwan   
Business Manager & Co-founder 
 
Simon Wan has been vastly involved in Marketing 
strategy and business development in Malaysia. He been 
appointed as the special committee(export and import 
sector) in the malaysia business chamber association, 
overseeing about 200 trading companies of their daily 
activites. In 2013, with the influx of foreign investment in 
southern part of malaysia, he has intensely diversified 
into Oil and gas infrastructure building, property and 
construction development and digital Marketing, with his 
expertise in Strategic business development and 
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Marketing research, he has established a name for 
himselfwith flying colors in the new industries.. 

  

 

Hung Nguyen   
CEO & Co-founder 
 
Starting his own software company as a student, in 2007. 
11 years of experience in the field of corporate 
governance. One of the 12 members of the incubator for 
hi-tech enterprises - Ministry of Science and Technology 
of Vietnam 2010-2015. On behalf of Vietnamese 
students meets and talks with Bill Gates in 2006. Golden 
Cup of the 2010 IT excellence. As a frequent guest on 
the topic of science and technology. 

 

Peter Nam  
Lead communications & Co-founder 
 
Graduated from Johns Hopkins University, USA, 
majoring in Finance. 02 years experience in the field of 
financial analysis at Accenture, Calcain (Czech Republic) 
- Top 500 Forbes. Proficiency in 6 languages: Czech, 
English, Italian, Russian, German, Vietnamese. 

 

Daren Roy  
Event manager 
 

Creating, overseeing, and facilitation programs of various 
industries. He have created summer, adventure, 
educational, environmental, music, and art programs under 
the capacity of the after mentioned organizations. He have 
experience teaching English totaling 3 years including time 
teaching in the United States and multiple countries around the 
world. He have experience creating lesson plans, organizing 
activities, and training teachers. Daren have been trained by 
United States ESL teachers in the form of shadowing totaling 3 
months. 
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Joe Wagner  
Marketing team 
 
He’s a young urban professional aspiring to educate people 
to empower themselves. Born in England, brought up in 
South Africa and currently based in Vietnam! 
Co-founder and Chief Operations Officer of 
GlobalKnomadics International, Editor in Chief of Cartel 
Nomads Productions, Brand Ambassador for Fresh Shot 
Vodka, Marketing Director for Opus School.  
A journalist, teacher and linguist by trade, I endeavor to 
create engaging content that surpasses cultural boundaries 
and aspire to bridge the growing divide between the media 
and the public.. 

 

Saurabh Choudhary  
Marketing team 
 
Saurabh is an ace strategist when it comes to digital 
marketing campaigns. Through his out of the box and 
parallel thinking, he creates super fruitful digital marketing 
strategies. He has been delivering wonderful results to his 
clients while making 5 figure income through his E 
Commerce/Drop shipping stores and Affiliate Marketing. He 
is also an author of “ Google Adwords for Digital Marketing 
Ninjas”, which has sold 18,000+ copies worldwide, along 
with being a trainer/mentor to digital marketing enthusiasts. 

 

Kien Do  
Blockchain & Smartcontract Expert 
 
Very-good Bachelor's degree from Talent Engineer 
Program of University of Engineering and Technology - 
VNU in 2010. 15 years of experience in the field of 
programming and outsourcing thousands of projects 
around the world.  Blockchain & Smart Contract expert. 
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Phuong Le  
Content writer/PR strategis 
 
Master from Åbo Akademi University - Finland, majoring 
in Digital & Mobile commerces. Content Team Leader for 
Cdiscount, Lazada, Circle K. 

  

 

Tinh Nguyen   
Salefunnels expert, Advisor 
 
Marketing trainers with thousands of trainees. Sale 
Funnels Expert. Founder of a number of well-known 
marketing training and summit brands: Ecommerce 
Summit, Internet Summit, Internet Business, Business 
academy, Asia Edu Tech, Affiliate University ... 

 

Kien Tran  
Booking Ecosystem Advisor 
 
CEO shinetheme & wpbooking.org with nearly 3,000 
customers in the field of worldwide travel & hotel 
bookings. 
 

 

Quan Ngo   
Booking Ecosystem Advisor 
 
CEO joombooking.com with nearly 5,000 customers in 
the field of worldwide travel, hotel, air ticket, car ticket 
bookings. Founder & Director project of 12trip.vn, 
Airsunshine.com, Sunair.co.nz, banyantrip.com, 
dryvor.com….. 
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9. Roadmap 

2015-2017 ACCUMULATED EXPERIENCE 

 Implement integrated crypto currency solutions into game systems, bitcoin 
trading platform and some online shopping sites. 

 Test and study the regulation of crypto currency transactions on large 
crypto platform: bittrex, poloniex, etherdelta ... 

2017 Q3 PREPARING 

 Designs & Analysis for Dailycoin system and Product Ecosystem. 

 Market analysis and opportunities. 

 Make plan, marketing, HR, PR for 03 years. 

2017 Q4 ICO 

 6/11 – 6/12: Pre-ICO 

 11/12/17 – 25/01/18:  Main ICO 

 November to December: Organized the events of the Dailycoin show in 
Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore. Join events related to ecommerce and 
crypto currency. 

2018 Q1 EXCHANGES 

 Open official company in Australia named: HTD Intech Pty .Ltd 

 Short-term goal: Coinmarketcap, Worldcoinindex, Etherdelta, HitBTC, 
LiteBit, Tidex, Bter, Gatecoin, Livecoin, YoBit, CoinExchange  

 Complete and Launching online payment solutions called DailyPay for Web, 
Android and iOS, using APIs. 

 2/2018: Official launch of platform DailyMarket.net 

2018 Q2 - Q3 DAILYMARKET.NET & DAILYPAY 

 Targeted big exchanges:  Binance, Liqui and some new exchanges. 

 Setup multi-nation branch at: Singapore, Malaysia, ThaiLand, Taiwan, 
Vietnam, Indonesia, Philipin, South Korea… 

 Expanding and finding partners, constantly adding new shoppers and 
products to the DailyMarket.net. 

 Deals with online booking systems on ecommerce. 

 Continuing out of events, advertising to PR and putting DLC on the 
prestigious floor to increase liquidity and value for DLC. 

 Q3: DailyExchanges.com - Internal trading DLC and some new success 
ICO tokens. 

2018 Q4 & further SUCSESS AND BUSINESS EXPANSION 

 Promote cooperation with partners in combination with marketing, 
communication. 

 From experience, complete ecosystem everyday! 

 Expanding international business, especially the legal ones that 
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cryptocurrency. 

 Expand and add other e-currencies on Dailyexchanges.com. Especially 
support the potential ICOs want to have a chance in an exchange. 

 Cooporate with global partners, bring DLC into every aspects of life: online 
shopping, hosting - domain - server, travel-hotel-tour booking, ticket 
booking, booking, booking ... 

 

10. PR/Marketing strategies 

 

11. Conclusions 

Cryptocurrencies will change the world of ecommerce and Dailycoin wants to be 

there when it happens by simply offering everyone an inventive and highly secure 

platform that offers seemingly effortless, undemanding and protected trade and 

exchange assets. 

 

Investors can found many reasons to believe in a long-term development of this 

project.  

 

Customers, Shoper will have a innovation ecommerce platform, that more 

convenient , greater security, lower fees  and also immediate transactions. 

 

There is a high demand for a digital payments system to rival the incumbent 

payment processing regime in place today. By utilizing blockchain technology, 

Dailycooin can save merchants money on electronic payment processing costs. By 

merchants passing on savings to consumers, people will have more choices than 

ever to make payments. By building a simplified system similar to PayPal, 

Perfectmoney Dailycoin takes advantage of the opportunities cryptocurrency offers in 

terms of creating an entirely new payment rail system that is transparent, redundant 

and efficient. 
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As the one and only intermediary, DAILYCOIN will guide and eventually be the 

technology that gives both experienced and novice users a peek into the future of 

currency. 

 

Join us in this ecommerce exchange revolution, and you will be glad you did ! 
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